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Amptools generators 😀: all use the same basic 
skeleton, but have 9 different generators (and growing…)

Amptools fitter: only one fit.cc

http://fit.cc


AmpTools generator layout
Configuration file and 

command line parameters

Phasespace 
generator

Define 
Amplitude

Amplitude inputs, beam energy, etc. 

Generate events 
+ write HDDM

Monitoring 
histograms

Can we write these in a 
general way for all  

AmpTools generators?



Generator duplication
Phasespace 

generator

GammaPtoXP, 
GammaPtoXYP, 

GammaPtoXYZP, 
etc. 

All duplicate this code 
and set beam properties 

from command line

GammaPtoXYP.cc

Flux vs Eɣ to generate events

http://GammaPtoXYP.cc


Generator duplication

Polarization in amplitude 
definition 

Pi0Regge, 
TwoPSAngles, 
TwoPSHelicity, 
TwoPiAngles, 

TwoPiAnglesRadiative 
TwoPiAngles_amp 

TwoPiAngles_primakoff, 
ThreePiAnglesSchilling 

etc.

Define 
Amplitude

Pi0Regge.cc

Beam properties for 

polarization are


hard coded!

Polarization vs Eɣ for amplitude

http://Pi0Regge.cc


Proposed generator layout
Configuration file and 

command line parameters

Phasespace 
generator

Define 
Amplitude

Amplitude inputs, beam energy, etc. 

Generate events 
+ write HDDM

Monitoring 
histograms

Define beam  
properties

New class which creates histogram of Flux and Polarization vs Eɣ 
-CobremsGenerator using beam parameters from config file

-Local ROOT file: PS flux or TPOL polarization histograms (ie. from data)

Note: this class could be used

for all generators (eg. bggen, etc.)



Proposed generator layout
Configuration file and 

command line parameters

Phasespace 
generator

Define 
Amplitude

Amplitude inputs, beam energy, etc. 

Generate events 
+ write HDDM

Monitoring 
histograms

Define beam  
properties

New class which creates histogram of Flux and Polarization vs Eɣ 
-CobremsGenerator using beam parameters from config file

-Local ROOT file: PS flux or TPOL polarization histograms (ie. from data)

Parse config file for Phasespace generator 
choice and parameters (particleType.h): 

   gen_2pi.cfg 

amplitude Pi+Pi-::xpol::rhoS BreitWigner 0.775 0.146 1 2 3



Proposed generator layout
Configuration file and 

command line parameters

Phasespace 
generator

Define 
Amplitude

Amplitude inputs, beam energy, etc. 

Generate events 
+ write HDDM

Monitoring 
histograms

Define beam  
properties

New class which creates histogram of Flux and Polarization vs Eɣ 
-CobremsGenerator using beam parameters from config file

-Local ROOT file: PS flux or TPOL polarization histograms (ie. from data)

User writes custom class to 
create and fill unique 

histograms for their generator



Common amplitude definitions?
Many different  amplitudes 
for two-particle final state

TwoPSAngles, 
TwoPSHelicity, 
TwoPiAngles, 

TwoPiAngles_primakoff,  
TwoPiAngles_amp, etc.

Similarities:  
-Same final state with two Pseudoscalars

-Begs for a common class for at least the 

kinematic quantities which are the same


Possible differences in gen/fit due to: 
-Different frame choice (config file parameter?)


-just a choice of the z-axis

-Different parameters


-Can we have a single intensity function

for the SDMEs (in 2 pi or 3 pi)?


Similar functionality needed in “PlotGenerator”  
codes for plotting fit results 

 
TwoPiAngles.cc

http://TwoPiAngles.cc
http://TwoPiAngles.cc
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TwoPiAngles.ccTwoPiPlotGenerator.cc

http://TwoPiAngles.cc
http://TwoPiAngles.cc
http://TwoPiPlotGenerator.cc


• AmpTools generators are proliferating 😀, but some common 
infrastructure would help streamline these


• Goal: converge on a single “gen_amp.cc” which parses config file to 
setup generator (reaction, particle types, masses, etc.)


• Common creation of beam histograms for consistent phasespace 
generation (flux) and amplitude calculation (polarization)


• A library of common kinematic calculations in amplitude definitions (eg. 
angles in two pseudoscalar production) would reduce code duplication


• There is probably a clever, more general set of decay angle 
calculations that could extend this to higher multiplicity reactions


• Reminder: this all has to remain consistent with a single fit.cc which 
uses the same amplitude definitions

Summary

http://fit.cc

